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Mo va on

What can the model do?

QA models some mes return unreliable answers
If we can reformulate a
ques on + proposed
answer as an NLI problem,
we can use o -the-shelf
NLI models to check these
answers and spot these
mistakes.
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Reject unanswerable ques ons
SQuAD2.0

Ques on-to-statement
Error rate: < 5%

Selec ve QA: use NLI to get con dence in answer, assess
performance if we answer the k% of ques ons with highest
con dence
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Hypothesis: The revolu on period
of Venus in earth days is 243 days.

Decontextualiza on
Error rate: < 10%

Premise: Venus has the longest
rota on period ( 243 days )…

Natural Language Inference
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To train the QANLI: gold answer
and its context as
posi ves, bad
ones as nega ves

QA
NQ-NLI + MNLI + QA
Mishra et al. 2021 + QA

NQ-NLI + QA
Kamath et al. 2020
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Context: Venus is the second planet
from the Sun… . It has the longest
rota on period ( 243 days )…
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MNLI

Improve predic on con dence

NLI as a veri er
Ques on: What is the revolu on
period of Venus in earth days?
Answer: 243 days

SQuAD 1.1
QA model

Reject 78.5%
unanswerable.
Accept 82.5%
answerable.

Model can leverage
both sentence-level
NLI data (e.g., MNLI)
and QA datasets
converted to NLI.

Complementary strength
introduced by MNLI helps!
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Strong nega ves help!
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Detect informa on mismatches
Ques on: When was Clash Royale released in the US?
Answer: The game Clash Royale was released globally on
March 2 , 2016 Globally —> US? Need further evidence
“March 2, 2016” was labeled as the gold answer in the QA
dataset, but it doesn't pass the NLI check. Are we teaching
QA models to make unreliable logical leaps?

